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Celebrity make-up artist and TV makeover specialist Ramy Gafni knows noone is born perfect, not even his famous clients. In How exactly to Fake
True Beauty, Ramy shares the tried-and-true methods of the trade.Some
individuals are thought to be born with flawless features, but many of
these gifts are acquired, and the quickest, easiest way is to create the
illusion using make-up and a little moxie. It' what she doesn' So
prepare for the red floor covering&#151;s natural splendor even though
&#147;whatever you want!a crystal clear complexion, fuller lips,
brighter eyes&#151; The energy of makeup goes a long way toward helping
you fake anything&#151;faking”s all a matter of focusing on how! In How
exactly to Fake Actual Beauty, the make-up guru shares his secrets to
enhancing a female't have.whether it's the main one in your mind or an
actual awards show. This guidebook will teach you ways to get ready for
your close up and confidently take center stage in virtually any
situation.
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What a fantastic book. Therefore many great tips Just what a fantastic
book. starting to explore beauty methods this book has the right points.
I also like the fact he list makeup choices and not just his own series.
Although I must admit I am a fan of Ramy products. That is a great
makeup tip book. Obtain it now. That one does. I believed this book's
beauty tips could possibly be useful for special occasions. However If
you are someone who is just starting to explore beauty methods this book
has some good points. I got tips that helps me appearance my best every
day with a few extra steps that just add five minutes to my normal
schedule. Lots of tips &. Lots of great guidelines! Who knew that this
book is for guys also? However, if you have carried out any study or
reading at all on tips and tricks, there actually is not a lot new right
here. Sure makes me feel great. Was a gift Was a gift . I think right
now I am using about 6 of his products. I am 66 and folks constantly
think I am in my early 50's.I have already been using Ramy's products
now for about 6 months and can already visit a difference, especially on
the frown lines on the forehead and the those turkey stuff by your eyes,
don't know what they are called. How exactly to Fake Real Beauty I of
program like the majority of women want to appearance my best at any age
and that's the reason I purchased this reserve.Let's face it, guys want
to look good too. I think most likely one of the primary attractions for
somebody is to find see your face who appears like they really do care
for themselves, people.One product I must say i love is Ramy's Lip
Essential oil. I live in Arizona and you pores and skin dries out very
fast here. I feel the dryness especially on my lips but the Lip Oil
needs all of the dryness away. Exactly as the title says, lot of tips .
Practical Makeup Hacks What a surprise!Thank you Ramy, I appreciate your
advice. I have ordered 6 books up to now and am giving them away to my
children and friends. Secrets Spilled! tips for looking your best! This
is an excellent makeup book. It is fun to read with lots of ideas and
great, easy instruction to searching the best that you can. Love that
this book is not just for young women, there are numerous good tips for
all of us older ladies too! I can't say much for my eyebrows as I am
Swedish and you can't discover them until you are method close up but
Ramy even includes a section called guybrows that is simply for us guys.
Well here's a man's viewpoint.I actually don't write many reviews and
only do so if the product works the way is is advertised.. These things
works for guys too. is an extremely well-written and easy-to-follow book
full of great tips for anyone of any age This is an extremely wellwritten and easy-to-follow book filled with great tips for anybody of
any age. Of course I have one for myself. Hey men.Ron A straightforward,
great read to help you appearance your beauty best! Nothing special
Disappointed I didn't find anything in this book that wasn't on a large
number of you tube make-up videos .Everything was very fundamental .
They are still there however, not to the extent these were.. What I am
always searching for in books such as this and can't appear to find, can

be some REAL information on types of products (not endorsements of
brands), however, many kind of clarification regarding the strength,
density, coverage, grade of product, and advice as weather drug store
items that available to the regular open public reading this book is
good enough or do you will need more professional products. So many
great ideas. Most women don't mind investing a lot of time preparing for
those photo-op moments.We never could have thought that the day would
arrive when I'd be studying a book on make-up but I have and carry out.
I was also disappointed with having less pictures that show the steps..
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